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Summary 
The development, use, and operation of the XTRAN2L program that solves 
the two-dimensional unsteady transonic small-disturbance potential equation 
are described. The XTRAN2L program is used to calculate steady and unsteady 
transonic flow fields about airfoils and is capable of performing self-
contained transonic flutter calculations. Operation of the XTRAN2L code ;s 
described, and tables defining all input variables, including default values, 
are presented. Sample cases that use various program options are shown to 
illustrate operation of XTRAN2L. Computer listings containing input and 
selected output are included as an aid to the user. 
Introduction 
Considerable research is presently being conducted to develop 
computational methods for calculating transonic unsteady aerodynamics for 
aeroelastic applications. The methods are being developed to provide accurate 
yet cost efficient means for calculating unsteady transonic airloads for the 
prediction of aeroelastic characteristics such as flutter and divergence. 
Computational developments and advances that are possible because of 
improvements made in computer technology and numerical solution techniques are 
described in Ref. 1. 
Solutions for unsteady transonic flows about oscillating airfoils have 
been made possible using computer codes such as LTRAN2.2 The original 
1 
2 
LTRAN2 code was developed to compute time-accurate solutions of the low-
frequency approximation of the transonic small-disturbance (TSO) equation. 
Houwink and Van der Vooren 3 extended the range of applicability of the 
LTRAN2 code by incorporating the time-derivative terms in the airfoil and wake 
boundary conditions. The resulting code was termed LTRAN2-NLR. The XTRAN2L 
code,4 developed at NASA Langley Research Center, is an extensive 
modification of LTRAN2-NLR that includes monotone differencing, nonreflecting 
farfield boundary conditions, an improved computational grid, a pulse 
transient capability, and an aeroelastic transient capability. Details of the 
algorithm used in XTRAN2L and the modifications made to LTRAN2-NLR are given 
by Whitlow. 4 Details of the grid development and pulse transient capability 
are given by Seidel, Bennett, and Whitlow. 5 The development of the 
aeroelastic transient capability was reported by Edwards, Bennett, Whitlow, 
and Seidel. 6 
The XTRAN2L program is operational at the NASA Langley Research Center on 
a CYBER-175 computer using FORTRAN IV. The program uses the OVERLAY 
capability to segment the program into 3 parts and reduce the field length 
required to load and run the program. The program requires 120 kbytes to load 
and run in overlayed form. On the CYBER-175, the program requi res 0.25 CPU 
seconds per time step. 
The purpose of the present report is: (1) to summarize the XTRAN2L 
developments of Refs. 4-6, and (2) to describe the operation of the XTRAN2L 
(Version 1.2) code. The report reiterates the governing equations and program 
input descri pt ions gi ven in the L TRAN2-NLR user IS manual,7 and extends the 
information to include the XTRAN2L modifications and improvements. A brief 
description of XTRAN2L is presented first, highlighting the relevant equations 
and computational procedures. Operation of XTRAN2L is described next, along 
with tables defining all input variables, including default values. Finally, 
application of XTRAN2L is illustrated by sample calculations for the NACA 
64AOIOA airfoil at a freest ream Mach number of 0.78 and a mean angle of attack 
of 1.0°. In these calculations, various program options are used. Computer 
listings containing input and selected output are included as an aid to the 
user. 
Symbols 
a pulse amplitude in Eqs. (Sa), (8b) and (8c) 
ah distance in semi chords from midchord to elastic axis 







coefficient defined in Eq. (2a) 
semi chord, c/2 
harmonic coefficient in Eqs. (6a) and (6b) 
coefficient defined in Eq. (2b) 
chordlength 
axial force coefficient 
normal force coefficient, positive up 
control surface normal force coefficient, positive up 
pitching moment coefficient about pitch axis xr, positive nose 
down 
control surface moment coefficient about hinge line xh, 
positive trailing-edge up 
distance in semi chords from midchord to hinge axis 
coefficient defined in Eq. (2c) 
pressure coefficient 
upper surface pressure coefficient 
lower surface pressure coefficient 




















instantaneous position of airfoil, defined in Eqs. (4a) and (4b) 
ai rfoil contour 
chord deformation 
amplitude of harmonic chord deformation 
plunge displacement of elastic axis nondimensionalized by semi chord, 
positive down (used for aeroelastic motion) 
function for forced harmonic motion 
reduced frequency, wb/U 
stiffness matrix, defined in Eq. (lOb) 
airfoil mass per unit span 
local Mach number 
freest ream Mach number 
mass matrix, defined in Eq. (lOa) 
arbitrary motion specified by the user 
radius of gyration of airfoil about elastic axis 
radius of gyration of control surface about hinge line 
parameter to turn on/off time dependent term in airfoil boundary 
condition, defined in Eq. (3) 
parameter to turn on/off time dependent term in airfoil wake 
condition, defined in Eq. (12) 
parameter to turn on/off time dependent term in Cp and Mach 
number formulas, defined in Eqs. (14) and (16) 
scaled time, kT 
nondimensional time for print and plot output, kT 
time, (s e c. ) 
time at pulse center in Eqs. (8a), (8b) and (8c) 
freestream speed 
flutter speed 



























parameter that controls pulse width in Eqs. (8a), (8b) and (8e) 
streamwise coordinate relative to leading edge, measured in 
chordlength 
control surface leading edge location 
control surface hinge axis location 
pitch axis location 
distance in semi chords from elastic axis to center of mass 
distance in semi chords from hinge axis to control surface center 
of mass 
displacement vector for aeroelastic motion, defined in Eq. (lOc) 
coordinate normal to freestream, measured in chordlength, 
positive up 
nondimensional plunge displacement, positive up (used for forced 
harmonic and pulse motions) 
harmonic plunge amplitude 
pitch motion, positive nose up 
mean angle of attack 
harmonic pitch amplitude 
control surface motion, positive trailing edge down 
control surface mean deflection angle 
control surface harmonic amplitude 
ratio of specific heats 
lifting pressure coefficient 
time step size 
airfoil maximum thickness-to-chord ratio 
integral of state-transition matrix, used for aeroelastic motion 
airfoil mass ratio, m/ lI Poob2 
density 
freest ream density 
5 
T nondimensional time, UT/b 
~ disturbance velocity potential 
[~] state-transition matrix, used for aeroelastic motion 
W angular frequency 
wh uncoupled natural frequency of plunge, rad/sec 
wa uncoupled natural frequency of pitch, rad/sec 
w~ uncoupled natural frequency of control surface deflection, rad/sec 
Description of XTRAN2L 
The XTRAN2L code is used to calculate time-accurate, finite-difference 
solutions of the nonlinear, small-disturbance, potential equation for 
two-dimensional transonic flow. The code can be used to calculate steady and 
unsteady transonic flow fields about airfoils and is capable of treating 
forced harmonic, pulse, or aeroelastic transient type motions. In this 
section, the XTRAN2L code is described including the relevant equations and 
computational procedures. 
Transonic Small-Disturbance Equation 
The flow field is described by the complete unsteady transonic small-
disturbance equation 
(1) 
where $ is a disturbance velocity potential scaled by C[oM: (y* + 1)]2/3, 
y* = 2 - (2 - y)M:, and the spatial coordinates x and z and time tare 
normalized from the physical quantities by c, c/[oM: (y* + 1)]1/3 and k-1, 
respectively. The coefficients A, B, and C are defined as 
6 
A = c 2 k2 M:/U 2 [oM:' (y* + 1) ]2/3 
B = 2 c k M:/U [oM: (y* + 1)]2/3 




A time-accurate alternating-direction implicit (AOI) finite-difference scheme 
is used to solve Eq. (1). 
Whitlow. 4 
Details of the AD! algorithm are given by 
Airfoil Boundary Condition 
The airfoil flow tangency boundary condition 7 is 
(3) 
where 
f = fo(x) + g(x,t) + Z(t) - a(t) [x - x
r
] + p(x,t) x < xf (4a) 
and 
f = fo(x) + g(x,t) + Z(t) - a(t) [x - x
r
] + p(x,t) 
- s(t) [x - xh] ; x ~xf (4b) 
In Eq. (3), q is a parameter specified by the user to be either 0 or 1. 
The low frequency airfoil boundary condition is selected by setting r1 to be 
equal to zero. In Eqs. (4a) and (4b), fo(x) describes the airfoil contour, 
g(x,t) is the chord deformation, and Z(t), a(t), and s(t) are the 
nondimensional plunge displacement, pitch, and trailing edge control surface 
deflection, respectively. Three types of motion may be analyzed using XTRAN2L 
as described below. The motion types are forced harmonic, pulse, and 
aeroelastic. The capability for specifying an arbitrary motion is provided 
through the use of the function p(x,t). 
7 
Forced Harmonic Motion. - Typically, unsteady aerodynamic forces are 
determined by calculating several cycles of forced harmonic oscillation with 
the last cycle providing the estimate of the forces. Following Ref. 7, the 
equations describing forced harmonic motion are 
g(x,t) = gl(x) H(t) (5a) 
Z (t) = Zl H(t) (5b) 
a(t) = ao + al H(t) (5c) 
13 (t ) = p + 131 H(t) (5d) 0 
where ao and 130 are the ai rfoi 1 mean angl e of attack and control surface 
mean deflection angle, respectively; 91(x) is the amplitude of harmonic 
chord deformation, and Zl, aI, and PI are the amplitudes of harmonic 
plunge, pitch, and control surface motions, respectively. Two alternatives 
exist for the definition of the harmonic function H(t). The first definition 
is 
N 
si n2 H(t) = L b nk L o < L < 1T 
n=1 n - 2nk 
(6a) 
N 
H(t) I bn sin nk L 
1T 
= L > 2nk 
n=1 
(6b) 
where N is the number of harmonics to be selected by the user. Equation (6a) 
is used to provi de a smooth start over the fi rst quarter peri od of each 




H(t) = L an cos nkT 
n=l 
T > 0 (7) 
Real and imaginary parts of the unsteady aerodynamic forces in the 
frequency domain may be determined two ways. First, the method used in the 
LTRAN2-NLR code was retained. This method calculates the coefficients of the 
first harmonics of the air10ads based on information from each quarter period 
of the last cycle of harmonic motion. The procedure assumes that the time 
histories of the normal force and moment coefficients are periodic and simple 
harmonic. The relevant equations are presented in Ref. 7. In the second 
procedure, Fourier analyses of the last cycle of motion are performed to 
determine all relevant harmonic components. This procedure is the preferred 
method since the only assumption is that of periodicity. 
Pulse Motion. - As an alternative to calculating unsteady aerodynamic 
forces by forced harmoni c osci 11 ati on, the unsteady forces may be obtai ned 
indirectly from the response due to a smoothly varying, exponentially shaped 
pulse. S In this procedure, the airfoil is given a small prescribed pulse in 
a given mode of motion and the aerodynamic transients are calculated. For 
plunge motion, the input pulse is given by 
for pitch motion, the input pulse is given by 
-w (T - Tc)2 
a(t) = ao + ae 




where a is the pulse amplitude, w is a parameter that controls the pulse 
width, and Tc is the time at the pulse center. The pulse width is inversely 
9 
proportional to w, such that as the value of w increases, the width of the 
pulse decreases. To ensure adequate resolution of harmonic components up to a 
reduced frequency of k = 2.0, the product of the chosen values of wand bT2 
should be near the product of the default values. The harmonic response is 
obtained by a transfer-function analysis using fast Fourier transforms (FFT). 
Specifically, the aerodynamic forces in the frequency domain are determined by 
dividing the FFT of the time histories of the output normal force and moment 
coefficients by the FFT of the input airfoil pulse motion. The calculation is 
performed external to the XTRAN2L code as a separate job step and thus the 
post-processing program is not included within XTRAN2L. Use of the pulse 
transfer-function analysis gives considerable detail in the frequency domain 
with a significant reduction in cost over the alternative method of 
calculating multiple oscillatory responses, as shown in Fig. 13 of Ref. 5. As 
an example, Fig. 1 shows a pitch pulse input (Fig. 1(a)), a typical normal 
force coefficient output (Fig. l(b)), and the resulting unsteady forces (Fig. 
1(c)). 
Aeroelastic Motion. - An aeroelastic transient capability is available 
within XTRAN2L wherein the structural equations of motion are coupled with the 
aerodynamic solution procedure for simultaneous time-integration. The 
equations of motion for a three degree-of-freedom (plunge, pitch, and control 
surface motions) aeroelastic system may be written as 
1 U 2. [M] {x} + lKj {x} = lTll (0) luI ( 9) 
where [M], the mass matrix, [K1, the stiffness matrix, {x}, the displacement 





[M] = X r2 
a a 











{x} = f~} Ls 
-(c - c ) 
n no 
















The dot (.) above a variable denotes differentiation with respect to time T, 
and the structural parameters appearing in Eqs. (9) and (l0) are defined in 
Fig. 2. In the aerodynamic load vector, the steady-state coefficients 
and cmf are subtracted from the total 
o 
coefficients. 
Thus the aeroelastic response (i.e., h(t), a(t), and S(t)) represents motion 
11 
about the steady-state condition. Aeroelastic equations of motion for any of 
the three possible two degree-of-freedom systems are determined by deleting 
the appropriate rows and columns in Eqs. (9) and (10). 
The aeroelastic response is determined by numerically integrating the 
equations of motion in time using a structural integrator based on the 
state-transition matrix. 6 More specifically, the time-integration of Eq. 
(9) is performed by advancing the aeroelastic solution from time level n to 
time level n+l using an algorithm described by 
{
{X}}n+l _ {{X}}n 
---- = l¢] --- + 
{x} {x} 
1 U 2 f[O]} [3 n 1T~ (l)) . [e] - 2" {u} -
[Mr1 
(11 ) 
where [9J and [6] are the state-transition matrix and its integral matrix, 
respectively. These matrices are functions of the aeroelastic parameters and 
are computed within the XTRAN2L code. Details of the aeroelastic solution 
procedure may be found in Ref. 6. In general, several aeroelastic responses 
are calculated for a range of freest ream speeds, U, at a given Mach number. 
The values for U are selected such that stable (converging) and unstable 
(diverging) responses result. The flutter speed UF, where the damping is 
zero, is calculated by interpolating the critical damping of the responses. 
Damping of the aeroelastic transients is typically determined using the modal 
identification program of Bennett and Desmarais. 8 The program uses complex 
exponential functions and a least-squares curve-fitting technique to estimate 
damping, frequency, magnitude, and phase of the aeroelastic modes from the 
transient responses. This calculation is performed as a separate 
post-processing job step and thus the program of Ref. 8 is not included within 
the XTRAN2L code. 
12 
Wake Condition 
The wake is represented as a slit downstream of the airfoil trailing 
edge. Along the slit the condition 7 
[ 4>x J + r 2 [ 4>t] = a ; z = 0, x > 1 (12) 
is imposed, where [ ] denotes the jump in the indicated quantity across the 
wake. The parameter r2 is specified by the user to be either a or 1. The 
low frequency version of the wake condition is specified by setting r2 to be 
equal to zero. 
Nonreflecting Farfield Boundary Conditions 
The LTRAN2 and LTRAN2-NLR codes use steady-state farfield boundary 
condit ions whi ch cause di sturbances to be refl ected from the computat i ona 1 
boundaries. The boundaries were subsequently located far away to minimize the· 
possibility of disturbances reflecting back into the flow field and 
contaminating the solution. Therefore, nonreflecting farfield boundary 
conditions were developed and implemented in XTRAN2L by Whitlow. 4 These 
boundary conditions, consistent with the TSD equation (Eq. (1)), are 
summarized in Fig. 3, taken from Ref. 4. 
Pressure Coefficient and Mach Number 
The pressure coefficient Cp' may be calculated using either of two 
formulae. 7 The exact expression is given by 
where 








The linearized TSD approximation is given by 
(14 ) 
The local Mach number M, may also be calculated by either of two 
formulae. 7 The exact expression is 
2 2 (1+~ )2 + ~2 M = M x z 
00 y-1 p 
(15) 
and the linearized TSD approximation is 
(16) 
The user may also select low-frequency versions of the linearized 
equations, Eq. (14) and Eq. (16), whereby the time-derivative terms are 
omitted. This is done by defining the product qr3 to be equal to zero. 
Otherwise the product r1r3 is set equal to unity. 
Normal Force, Axial Force, and Pitching Moment Coefficients 
For the ai rfoil, the normal force coefficient cn, axial force 
coefficient ca , and pitching moment coefficient cm' are defined as 
(17a) 
(17b) 




where ~Cp = Cpu - Cp 9.' and the subscri pts u and R. denote the upper 
and lower airfoil surfaces, respectively. 
For the control surface, the normal force coefficient cnf' and 
pitching moment coefficient cmf are defined as 
= _jl11Cp dx 
xf 
c = j16C (x - xh) dx mf p xf 
(18a) 
(l8b) 
By substituting Eq. (14) for the pressure coefficients appearing in Eqs. 
(17) and (18), and evaluating several of the integrals by parts leads to 
cn = 2 '<PTE + 2r1r 3 J>.t dx (19a) 




for the control surface. In Eqs. (19) and (20), il<P = $u - q>~, and ll<PTE 
and MXf are the values of M at the airfoil trailing edge and control 
surface leading edge, respectively. In XTRAN2L, the normal force, axial 
force, and pitching moment coefficients are calculated using Eqs. (19) and 
(20) when the linearized equation is selected for the pressure coefficient 
(Eq. (14)). This is computationally more accurate than integrating the 
lifting pressure coefficients as indicated in Eqs. (17) and (18). Note that 
if a particular case has no control surface then xf = xh = 1 leads to 
cnf = 0 and cmf = O. 
Operation of XTRAN2L 
General Information and Input Data 
In this section, general information is given on the operation of XTRAN2L 
including input data and recommended operating procedures. Data to define 
the problem and control program execution are defined using six namelists. 
The input data consists of a single TITLE card followed by the six namelists 
in the following order: 
AEROEL - Definition of airfoil motion and aeroelastic parameters 
INPUT - Defi nit ion of program solution parameters and constants 
MESH - Definition of user-input extended fine grid 
AMPLI - Defi nit ion of periodic time-dependent ai rfoi 1 motion 
ORO - Definition of airfoil geometry 
CO NO - Definition of ai rfoi 1 chord deformation 
Namelists INPUT, MESH, AMPLl, ORO, and COND have been retained from the 
LTRAN2-NLR code. A new namelist, AEROEL, has been added to allow for 
specification of the type of airfoil motion (forced harmonic, pulse, 
16 
aeroelastic, or no motion) and for input of pulse or aeroelastic parameter 
values. Tables 1-6 list the parameters input in each namelist and give a 
short description of each parameter including its default value. The tables 
are presented in the same format as that of the LTRAN2-NLR user's manua1. 7 
Any parameter not explicitly defined in a NAMELIST statement assumes its 
default value. 
To start the solution of the unsteady flow equation, the program requires 
an initial, steady-state solution for the flow field at T = O. The 
steady-state solution can be calculated in one of three ways which are 
selected using the IREAD parameter in namelist INPUT. The first method is to 
define the initial flow field as an undisturbed stream (IREAD = 0). The 
second method is to solve for a steady-state solution using a successive 
line-overrelaxation (SLOR) scheme (IREAD = 1). The third method is to solve 
for a steady-state solution using the unsteady TSD scheme, termed the 
"unsteady solver", with no airfoil motion (IREAD = 0 and IRESP = 5). Once a 
converged steady-state solution has been achieved, the program is then 
restarted using the converged solution as the initial condition (IREAD = 5). 
The SLOR solution procedure normally involves using a sequence of three 
default grids defined as coarse, fine, and extended fine, to accelerate 
convergence. The default extended fine grid used in XTRAN2L was developed to 
increase the accuracy of the unsteady solution while decreasing the number of 
g ri d poi nts used in the L TRAN2-NLR code. 5 Gri d poi nt 1 ocat ions for the 
default extended fine grid are listed in Table 7. The grid distribution in 
the vicinity of the airfoil is shown in Fig. 4. The coarse and fine grids 
were defined to be subsets of the extended fine grid. The user may choose to 
use the default extended fine grid or input a new extended fine grid using 
namelist MESH. 
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Calculating steady solutions using the unsteady solver requires starting 
from an initial undisturbed stream and solving the unsteady TSO equation for 
no airfoil motion until a converged steady-state solution is reached. All 
computations using the unsteady solver are performed on the extended fine grid 
only. Experience has shown that for most cases the unsteady solver converges 
to a steady-state solution as fast or faster than the SLOR algorithm. Use of 
the unsteady solver is the preferred approach since for lifting cases the two 
algorithms converge to slightly different steady-state solutions. 5 For 
consistency with the unsteady solution it is therefore recommended that the 
steady-state starting solution be calculated using the unsteady solver. -
The unsteady solver can solve three combinations of the TSO equation and 
boundary condit; ons. These are denoted as the LTRAN, HYTRAN, and EXTRAN 
options. The equation set to be solved is chosen using the IEQFLAG parameter 
in namelist AEROEL. Selecting the LTRAN option gives the low-frequency 
approximation to the complete unsteady TSO equation (Eq. (1)) by defining the 
coefficient "A" in the equation to be zero. In addition, the time-derivative 
terms in the airfoil and wake boundary conditions (Eqs. (3) and (12), 
respectively), and in the pressure and local Mach number equations (Eqs. (14) 
and (16), respectively), are automatically deleted by the program setting the 
parameters rl and r2 (variables IR and IMOOFR in namelist INPUT) to be 
equal to zero. Selecting the HYTRAN option defines the coefficient "A" in 
Eq. (1) to be zero. The time derivative terms are included in the airfoil and 
wake boundary condition equations and in the pressure and local Mach number 
equations by setting rl and r2 to be equal to unity. This option is the 
capability implemented in LTRAN2-NLR.7 In choosing the LTRAN and HYTRAN 
options, the farfield boundary conditions in Fig. 3 reduce to a set consistent 
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with the low frequency approximation. Selecting the EXTRAN option defines the 
coefficient "A" in Eq. (1) to be as described in Eq. (2a). The time 
derivative terms are also included in the associated boundary conditions. 
The unsteady solver calculates the time varying flow field by employing a 
time marching solution procedure. For oscillatory cases, the time step is 
implicitly defined by the user based upon the reduced frequency k, scaled 
velocity U/c, and number of time steps per cycle NSPC, as 
7T 
ilT = NSPC*k*U/c (21) 
For cases other than oscillatory motion, the time step is explicitly defined 
by the user. In these cases, the reduced frequency k is imp 1 i cit ly defi ned 
based on ilT, U/c, and NSPC, using Eq. (21). 
For both steady and unsteady cases, the airfoil contour is defined in 
terms of the upper and lower surface slopes at the grid points, input in 
namelist ORD. The program will interpolate airfoil slopes which are not 
defined at the grid points and thus calculate new slopes, but this approach is 
not recommended. Before runni ng the XTRAN2L program, a pre-processor is 
normally used to convert the airfoil geometry into slopes and displacements at 
the grid points. This allows the user to view the geometry to be input to the 
program and to take any required corrective action. This is especially true 
for measured airfoil ordinates where errors or inaccuracies in the ordinates 
may cause unrealistic airfoil slopes to be calculated. 
The program has a restart capabil ity desi gned for conti nui ng the steady 
SLOR solution or the unsteady solver from a previously saved flow field 
solution. The restart capability is typically used to restart the SLOR 
solution to achieve better steady-state convergence (IREAO = 3 or 4), to start 
19 
an unsteady computation from a previously calculated steady-state solution 
(IREAD = S), or to continue an unsteady computation further in time 
(IREAD = S). 
Files and Logical Units 
The XTRAN2L program uses the logical units TAPE3, TAPE4, TAPES, TAPE6, 
TAPE7, and TAPE8. The logi cal units TAPES and TAPE6 are used for program 
input and output, respectively. The logical units TAPE3 and TAPE4 are used 
for restart files. The data to be saved for a restart is written to TAPE4 and 
a restart reads the requi red data from TAPE3. The data is in unformatted 
binary form and is input and output using BUFFER IN and BUFFER OUT 
statements. The BUFFER IN and BUFFER OUT statements are called in subroutines 
GETS and PUTS, respectively. The call to GETS and PUTS is of the form: 
CALL GETS (INDEX, ARRAY, NELEMNT) 
where, 
INDEX - logical unit number 
ARRAY - array of data to be input/output 
NELEMNT - number of data elements to be input/output 
The data is written to TAPE4 using the following FORTRAN statements: 
CALL PUTS (4,BUFl,2) 
CALL PUTS (4,BUF2,40) 
CALL PUTS (4,BUF3,S) 
CALL PUTS (4,VUO,80) 
CALL PUTS (4,VLO,80) 
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CALL PUTS (4,PTU(1,ITMl),JMAXl) 
CALL PUTS (4,POU,JMAXl) 
CALL PUTS (4,PTL(1,ITMl),JMAXl) 
CALL PUTS (4,POL,JMAXl) 
no 704 J=l, JMAXI 
704 CALL PUTS (4,PO(l,J),LMAXl) 
CALL PUTS (4,PTT(I,I),4880) 
CALL PUTS (4,PTTU(I),80) 
CALL PUTS (4,PTTL(l),80) 
where, 
BUFI - Array containing circulation value and time from last time step 
BUF2 - Array containing array sizes, airfoil aeroelastic response 
from last time step and calculated forces from last time step 
BUF3 - Array containing calculated forces from last time step 
VUO/VLO - Array of airfoil upper/lower surface boundary condition 
values from last time step 
PTU/PTL - Array of airfoil upper/lower surface potentials from the next 
to last time step 
JMAXI/LMAXI - Number of points in extended fine grid in x/z, respectively 
POU/POL - Array of airfoil upper/lower surface potentials from last 
time step 
po - Array of flow field potentials from last time step 
PTT - Array of flow field potentials from next to last time step 
PTTU/PTTL - Array of airfoil upper/lower surface potentials from next to 
last time step 
The logical units TAPE7 and TAPE8 are used for storing results at each time 
step for post-processing. If the IBUF parameter in namelist INPUT is set 
equal to 1, the program outputs time histories of aeroelastic quantities, 
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pressure coefficients, and forces in unformatted binary to TAPE8. For 
restarts, TAPE7 is provided to allow the merging of previous time histories 
from a TAPE8 file onto a new file TAPE8. The program copies TAPE7 onto TAPE8 
and then proceeds as normal. This option is not recommended due to the large 
size required to store a TAPE8 file. A blank TAPE7 file causes the program to 
skip the copying step on restarts and continues with normal execution. The 
data is written to TAPE8 using the following FORTRAN statements: 
CALL PUTS (8, TITLE ,8) 
CALL PUTS (8, IINPUT ,49) 
CALL PUTS (8,X,NPTSARF) 
CALL PUTS (8,FXU,NPTSARF) 
CA)..L PUTS (8, F XL, NPTSARF) 
DO 10 IA=l, NITER 
CALL PUTS (8,BUF4,9) 
CALL PUTS (8,CPU,NPTSARF) 
CALL PUTS (8,CPL,NPTSARF) 




TITLE - array containing 80 character title 
IINPUT - array containing program variables and constants 
X - array containing x coordinates of grid points on airfoil 
/ 
NPTSARF - number of x-grid points on airfoil 
FXU/FXL - array containing airfoil upper/lower surface 
displacements at x-grid points 
NITER - number of iterations of time history data written 
=1 - steady solver solution only 
=MAXIT - unsteady solution only, no restart 
=MAXIT+1 - unsteady solution started from steady solver or 
restart fil e 
BUF4 - array containing nondimensional time and calculated force 
coefficients 
CPU/CPL - array containing upper/lower surface pressure coefficients 
on airfoil 
XN - array containing aeroelastic displacements of airfoil 
The do-loop illustrated above is executed at every time step. If a restart is 
performed, the first set of data written .by the do-loop is for the data read 
from the restart file. 
Sample Calculations 
Sample calculations were performed for the NACA 64AOIOA airfoil 9 (NASA 
Ames model) to illustrate various program options. Four cases were run to 
demonstrate the program's capabil it i es. The fi rst case is a steady-state 
solution using the unsteady solver. The next three cases are a simple 
harmonic pitching motion of the airfoil, an airfoil pitch pulse which is used 
to calculate the generalized aerodynamic forces, and a transient aeroelastic 
response of the airfoil at a condition just above the flutter speed. The last 
three cases are restarted from the steady-state solution. 
Steady Calculations 
Results from the steady calculation are listed in Appendix A. The input 
file read by the program is listed first, followed by the program output. 
For brevity, the output included in Appendix A is only a partial listing of 
the output generated by the program for the case run. The output shown 
includes the banner page, echo of input parameters, airfoil description, 
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computational grid listing and output of pressure distributions a'nd forces 
calculated at selected iterations. The unsteady solver was used to converge 
to a steady flow field solution at Moo = 0.78 and ao = 1.0° starting from 
freestream initial conditions with no airfoil motion. The calculation was run 
for 1024 iterations to ensure convergence to a steady-state solution. Airfoil 
pressures and forces are printed every 128 iterations. The pressure dis-
tributions and forces listed in Appendix A are for the first and last' 
iterations for which calculations were performed. The time listed with each 
set of pressure output is a nondimensional time based on harmonic motion, t. 
For harmonic motion, t is the measure of the angular position in radians in 
the harmonic cycle. Also output is the equivalent angular position in 
degrees. For other than harmonic motion, the time output can be considered as 
a nondimensional time. The time histories of airfoil force coefficients and 
the final pressure distributions are shown in Fig. 5. The plots were created 
by a post-processing program which reads the TAPE8 file and uses the 
information to generate appropriate plots for the case run. 
Unsteady Calculations 
Forced Harmonic Motion. - Results from a forced harmonic oscillation of 
the airfoil in pitch are listed in Appendix B1. The input file is listed 
first, followed by selected program output. The airfoil was oscillated for 
four cycles about the quarter-chord at a reduced frequency of k = 0.075 with 
an amplitude of (11 = 0.5° about the mean angl e of attack ao = 1.0°. The 
flow field was calculated in 1° increments of a cycle of motion. Included in 
the output are the pressure distributions for the first and last iterations 
and time histories of the airfoil forces for the last cycle of oscillation. 
In the output, the pitching moment coefficient, normal force coefficient, and 
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control surface moment coefficient are labeled as "CM", "CN", and "CMF", 
respectively. A Fourier analysis of the forces is performed using the last 
cycle of airfoil motion and the first nine harmonics are output. The real and 
imaginary components of the forces, labeled as "RE" and "1M", respectively, 
are scaled by the amplitude of the motion (in radians for both airfoil pitch 
and control surface motions). Also included in the harmonic quantities output 
is a measure of the amount of higher harmonic components in the force time 
histories, labeled as IIECM", "ECN", and "ECMF". The quantities are defined as 
the magnitude of the nth harmoni c component di vi ded by the magnitude of the 
fundamental, or first harmonic component. The zeroth harmonic is defined as 
the mean or average value. 
The first five harmonics of the airfoil pressures calculated for the last 
cycle of motion are included in Appendix B1 for reference. The pressure 
harmonics are calculated by a post-processing program using the information 
stored on TAPE8. The ti me hi stori es of the ai rfoi 1 mot i on and correspondi ng 
force coefficients are plotted in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b), respectively. Figures 
6(c)-6(f) show the mean pressure distribution and the first harmonic pressure 
distributions calculated by the post-processor. 
Pulse Motion. - Results from an airfoil pitch pulse are listed in 
Appendix B2. The input file is listed first followed by selected program 
output. The airfoil was pitched about the quarter-chord with maximum 
amplitude of a = 0.5° from the mean angle of attack of (to = 1.0°. The 
exponential pulse was centered at iteration 30, and the unsteady solver was 
run until the flow field returned to the steady-state condition. It is 
important to ensure that the flow field returns to steady-state conditions in 
order to a 11 ow accurate cal cul ati on of the general i zed aerodynamic forces. 
The pressure distributions for the first and last iteration are listed. 
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Included in the output are the generalized aerodynamic forces calculated by a 
post-processing program from the information contained on TAPE8. The time 
histories of the airfoil motion and resulting force coefficients are plotted 
in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b), respectively. Figures 7(c) and 7(d) show the 
generalized aerodynamic forces calculated by the post-processor. 
Aeroelastic Motion. - Results from aeroelastic motion of the airfoil are 
listed in Appendix B3. The input file is listed first followed by selected 
program output. The aeroel ast i c parameters used were the program default 
values: ah = -2.0, xa = 1.8, ra = 1.865, ~ = 60.0, wh = 100.0 
rad/sec, and wa = 100.0 rad/sec. The def au 1t va 1 ues are those of Case A of 
Isogai 10 which were chosen to have normal modes similar to those of a 
streamwise section near the tip of a sweptback wing. The wind-off coupled 
plunge and pitch frequencies are 71.3 and 535.7 rad/sec, respectively. The 
pivotal point for the plunge mode is located 1.44 chordlengths forward of the 
leading edge; the pivotal point for the pitch mode is located 0.068 
chordlengths ahead of midchord. For the sample aeroelastic calculation 
presented here, the scaled velocity U/c was set equal to 330.0, which is 
slightly above the flutter speed of the NACA 64A010A airfoil at M = 0.78 and 
(10 = 1.0°. The program automatically calculates the state-transition matrix 
[~J and its integral matrix Le] in Eq. (11) from the aeroelast;c quantities 
input in namelist AEROEL. The output from this calculation is included in 
Appendi x B3. The [<1>] matrix is labeled in the output as "PHI" and the 
"THETA*B-PRIME" matrix ;s defined as 
THETA*B-PRIME = ~ (~)2 [aJ flO] 1~ 1T~ U lLMrj (22) 
The "I.C. VECTOR II listed in the output contains the initial values used for 
the aeroelastic displacement vector {xl. The pressure distributions output 
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for the first and last iterations are included in the Appendix. The time 
histories of the airfoil motion and corresponding force coefficients are 
plotted in Fig. 8. As shown, the airfoil motion is slightly divergent for the 
case selected. 
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Selects type of airfoil motion 
o - Harmonic oscillation 
1 - Aeroelastic transient response 
2 - Plunge pulse transient response 
3 - Pitch pulse transient response 
4 - Control surface pulse transient 
response 
5 - No airfoil motion allowed 
Selects type of aeroelastic motion 
1 - 2-DOF, plunge and pitch 
2 2-DOF, plunge and control surface 
3 2-DOF, pitch and control surface 
4 3-DOF, plunge pitch and control 
surface 
100.0 Scaled freest ream velocity, used to 
define time step ~T (IRESP = 0) or 
reduced frequency k (IRESP * 0), Eq.(21) 
60.0 Airfoil mass ratio 
.00261R Time step (sec), calculated by program 
using Eq. (21) if IRESP = 0 
3 Selects equation set 
1 - LTRAN option 
2 - HYTRAN option 
3 - EXTRAN option 
.017435 Amplitude of pulse transient 
10000.0 Exponential constant for pulse 
17.5 Center of pulse (iterations) 
1.8 Nondimensional distance from elastic 
axis to airfoil center of mass 
.020833 Nondimensional distance from hinge 
line to control surface center of mass 
1.865 Radius of gyration of airfoil about 
elastic axis 
.027169 Radius of gyration of control surface 





































DE SCR I PTI ON 
Uncoupled natural frequency of plunge 
Uncoupled natural frequency of pitch 
about elastic axis 
Uncoupled natural frequency of control 
surface deflection about hinge line 
Nondimensional elastic axis location 
Nondimensional control surface hinge 
location 
Initial plunge displacement 
Initial pitch rotation 
Initial control surface deflection 
Initial plunge velocity 
Initial pitch velocity 
Initial control surface velocity 









VARIABLE DEFAULT DESCRIPTION 
2k .2 Reduced frequency (based on chord), cal-
culated by program using Eq. (21) if 
IRESP t 0 
M .85 Freestream Mach number 
OD 






o - Unsteady computation starting from 
zero initial conditions 
1 - Compute steady-state initial 
conditions starting from zero, then 
do the unsteady computation 
2 - Compute steady-state solution 
starting from zero and stop 
3 - Read starting solution, compute 
steady-state solution and stop 
4 - Read starting solution and compute 
steady-state initial conditions, 
then do the unsteady computat ion 
5 - Read initial conditions and do the 
unsteady computation 
Options 3, 4, and 5 require a file 
which has been generated in a previous 
run 
Selects method for converging steady-
state solution 
o - Converge solution on extended fine 
grid only 
1 - Converge to approximations to 
steady-state on coarse and fine 
spaced grids, then final solution on 
extended fine grid 
Number of time steps 
Number of steps taken per cycle of 
oscillation (IRESP to), used to define 
time step ~T (IRESP = 0) or reduced 



























Selects airfoil motion 
o - Pitch, plunge and control surface 
deflection 
1 - Pitch, plunge, control surface 
deflection and chord deformation 
2 - Arbitrary user-specified time-
dependent motion only, user 
specifies p(x,t), Eqs. (4) 
Selects method for calculating the time-
dependent angle of attack, Eqs.(6) & (7) 
o - Sinusoidal variation 
1 - Cosinusoidal variation 
Time step print increment for inter-
mediate Cp output 
Index of first x-grid point to be in-
cluded in Cp output, JFWLE is the index 
of the first x-grid point on the airfoil 
in the extended fine grid 
Index of last x-grid point to be include 
in Cp output, JFWTE is the index of 
the last x-grid point on the airfoil in 
the extended fine grid 
Storage on logical unit 8 
o - No storage 
1 - Unsteady results are being stored 
Selects formulas for Cp and local Mach 
number computations 
o - Linearized expressions 
1 - Exact expressions 
Program selected airfoil boundary 
condition based on IEOFLAG, Eq. (3) 
o - No time-derivative terms 
(IEQFLAG = 0) 
1 - Include time-derivative terms 
(IEQFLAG = 1 or 2) 
Airfoil maximum thickness to chord ratio 
Location of airfoil pitch axis 
PARAMETER VARIABLE 







































Mean angl e of attack of ai rfoil (i n 
degrees) 
Harmonic pitch amplitude of airfoil (in 
degrees) 
Control surface leading edge location 
Control surface hinge location 
Mean control surface angle with respect 
to airfoil (in degrees) 
Harmonic control surface amplitude (in 
degrees) 
Plunge amplitude 
Program selected wake condition based on 
IEQFLAG, Eq. (11) 
o - No time-derivative terms (IEQFLAG=O) 
1 - Include time-derivative terms 
(IEQFLAG = 1 or 2) 
Subsonic relaxation factor 
Supersonic relaxation factor 
Maximum number of iterations 
on coarse, fine, and extended fine grids 
for steady calculations, respectively 
Convergence tolerance parameters in 
steady calculations on course, fine 
and extended fine grids, respectively 
Output request for unsteady pressures 
o - No output 
1 - Output of unsteady pressures, if 
ISICO = 0 
Selects differential equation 
o - TSO equation 
1 - TSO equation, nonlinear term omitted 
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Table 2. Concluded. 
PARAMETER VARIABLE DEFAULT DESCRIPTION 
ICPT r3 1 Selects time derivative in linearized formu 1 as for Cpand local Mach number 
r1r3 = 0 - Time derivative is set equal to zero 
r1r3 = 1 - Time derivative included in 
calculation of Cp and local 
Mach number 
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Table 3. Description of input parameters to NAMELIST MESH. 
PARAMETER VARIABLE DEFAULT OESeR I PTI ON 
JFMAX * 80 Number of x-grid points in extended fine 
grid (Maximum value is 80) 
LFMAX 61 Number of z-grid points in extended fine 
grid (Maximum value is 61) 
XFINE Array of increasing x-coordinates 
specifying the vertical 1 i nes in the 
extended fine grid (JFMAX elements) 
ZFINE Array of increasing z-coordinates 
specifying the horizontal lines in the 
extended fine grid (LFMAX elements) 
*In case the default extended fine grid is used, it is sufficient to input 
the empty namelist $MESH $ 
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Table 4. Description of input parameters to NAMELIST AMPLI. 
PARAMETER VARIABLE DEFAULT DESCRIPTION 
N N 1 Number of terms in Eqs. (6) and (7) 













Table 5. Description of input parameters to NAMELIST ORO. 
VARIABLE DEFAULT 
* 
OEseR I PTI ON 
Number of points on upper side of airfoil 
Number of points on lower side of airfoil 
Array of increasing x-coordinates of 
points specifying upper side of airfoil 
(NINU elements) 
Array of corresponding z-coordinates 
specifyi ng upper si de of ai rfoil (NI NU 
elements) 
Array of corresponding slopes specifying 
upper si de of ai rfoil (NINU el ements) 
Array of increasing x-coordinates of 
points specifying lower side of airfoil 
(NINL elements) 
Array of corresponding z-coordinates 
specifying lower side of airfoil (NINL 
elements) 
Array of corresponding slopes specifying 
lower side of airfoil (NINL elements) 
* Default is the biconvex dirfoil, 0 = .1 
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Table 6. Description of input parameters to NAMELIST CONDo 
PARAMETER VARIABLE DEFAULT OESCR I PTI ON 
NIN Number of points at which chord de-
formation gl(x) is specified, Eq. (5a) 
XIN Array of increasing x-coordinates of 
points where the chord deformation is 
specified (NIN elements) 
CaNOl 91 0 Array of corresponding gl-values (NIN 
elements) 
COND2 d9 l a Array of corresponding dg1/dx-values 
CiX" (NIN elements) 
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Table 7. XTRAN2L extended fine default grid. 
INDEX x z 
1 -20.00000 -25.00000 
2 -16.30961 -23.36111 
3 -13.10054 -21.77778 
4 -10.33987 -20.25000 
5 -7.99453 -18.77778 
6 -6.03136 -17.36111 
7 -4.41705 -16.00000 
8 -3.11817 -14.69444 
9 -2.10110 -13.44444 
10 -1. 33204 -12.25000 
11 -.77699 -11.11111 
12 -.40170 -10.02778 
13 -.17160 -9.00000 
14 -.05175 -8.02778 
15 -.00667 -7.11111 
16 .00667 -6.25000 
17 .02000 -5.44444 
18 .04000 -4.69444 
19 .06000 -4.00000 
20 .08000 -3.36111 
21 .10000 -2.77778 
22 .12000 -2.25000 
23 .14000 -1.77778 
24 .16000 -1.36111 
25 .18000 -1. 00000 
26 .20000 -.69444 
27 .22000 -.44444 
28 .24000 -.25000 
29 .26000 -.11111 
30 .28000 -.02778 
31 .30000 0.00000 
32 .32000 .02778 
33 .34000 .11111 
34 .36000 .25000 
35 .38nOO .44444 
36 .40000 .69444 
37 .42000 1.00000 
38 .44000 1.36111 
39 .46000 1. 77778 
40 .48000 2.25000 
41 .50000 2.77778 
42 .52000 3.36111 
43 .54000 4.00000 
44 .56000 4.69444 
45 .58000 5.44444 
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Table 7. Concluded. 
INDEX x z 
46 .60000 6.250no 
47 .62000 7.11111 
48 .64000 8.02778 
49 .66000 9.00000 
50 .68000 10.02778 
51 .70000 11.11111 
52 .72000 12.25000 
53 .74000 13.44444 
54 .76000 14.69444 
55 .78000 16.00000 
56 80000 17.36111 
57 .82000 18.77778 
58 .84000 20.25000 
59 .86000 21.77778 
60 .88000 23.36111 





















Appendix A - Results from Steady Calculations 
XTRAN2L Input 
NACA ,llOIO l"~1 lIR'~I~ .10.110 A~'ZlOII.O ITtlDT.ITAT& CDNVlNG£NCI 
IAEijOEL !.ES~.5, uLLTlo.ooe.5.3,., UCIIOO,O, ItNU 
IINPIIT 1.10.110, 1~!lUIO, ."iTIIOI-, ",~CIIU, IC~~NTIIZI, "U"I, 
DfLIO.IO, IA~10.l5, lLf,hUII.oo, AL'ON~IQ."O, UND 
I"U~ I 
".PLI I 
IO~D NINU I 51, NplL 
. '" .I~u I 
.OOHU, .0lOOOO, .010000, .060000, .080000, .100000, .1'0000, .140000, 
.1600110, .1·0000, .lOOOOO, .noooo, .l4!JOOO, .l60000, •• !doooo, ,30000U, 
.HOOOO, ,34uOOO, .J 6OOOO, .3aouuO, ,'00000, .410000, ,"0000, .46000U, 
"I~OUO, , '00000, , "0000, • 500000, ,56 0n OO, .HOOOO, ,.00000, .HOOOO, 
.~~(lono, .'60000, ,.dOOOO, ,700UOO, • HOOuO, .HOOOU, ,'00000, ,1I00UO, 
,100000, .aiMDO, .SIOUOO, ,860000, .810000, ,'00000, ,.zOOOO, .9400UO, 
.'60000, ."0000, 1.000000, 
Z1NU • 
.01~140, .OU·'" .0Ulel, ,OUBI, .010411, .OUU', ,OlUU, ,019115, 
'~'I'IJ, ,043 ... , .015158, .01617., .0.8300, ,009"5, ,050''', ,051"" 
,OSllll, ,05l192, .05111l, .05JZOO, .05J1IJ, .u51'05, ,u515U, ,05l'~I' 
.0510'l, .0 ..... , .0UII5, ,0'''01, .01601'f .01'HI, ,UIU." ,011111, 
,OJ'i!dO, ,OST3 67, ,~15l'5, .0HIIl, ,Osa25l, ,Ol'UI, ,OlUIO, .0llUI, 
,OHo72, ,Oi05U, ,OIlUI, ,O"I~l, .0IH,., .UI17.~, .OU ... ', .00UJa, 
.0051", ,OOi.50, 0,000000, 
YI-u • 
• HU~O, ,]730 •• , .i.nul, "DII'I, .174'U, .150517 , ,IHIS', ,llIlU, 
.10Ioe~, ,09~700, .01,1", ,076010, ,nu,,., ,057051, ,O~I5", ,01119', 
.U]]109, ,olZla" ,OU9713, .,OOO'Ol, •• oohl9, •• 01lT40, _,Ollt47, .,olUh, 
_,OOIU', _,056Z~7 , _.0'211' , •• 06U!! , _.OH7H, _,OdOIiOll, _.O·)UO, _,0."'" 
_,0'3719, _,0974311, •• 100601 , •• l ol'7J, ',10"01, •• 10"Ol, _,1014)9, _.1077.0, 
-,101UI, _,IOIIJI, •• 10Ige!, -,110036, -,IOUOO, •• 10612', .,10),,9, _,IIIUO, 
-,1219J9, •• 1l0"~, •• IU3h, 
.I~~ • 
.tlObfa", .0loOUO, .010000, .060000, .010000, .100000, ,UOOOO, ,110000, 
.16000~, ,110000, ,lOOOOO, ,UOOUO, .140000, .1'0000, .ISOOOO, .300000, 
.HOOOO, ,J 10000, ."o~OO, .310000, .400000, .'iOOOO, ,,~OOoo, ."'0000, 
,UOOOO, .500000, .HoOOO, ."0000, .560000, ."0000, ,'00000, ,610000, 
.'40000, ,6600no, .blOOOO, ,70aouO, .720000, .7'0000, ,760000, ,710000, 
.100000, .~IOOOO, .110000, ,S'OOoO, .uoaoo, ,'ooono, .~iOOoO, ."0000, 
,960000, ,910000, 1.000000, 
ZlNL • 
-,OO""J, _.016"1, _ .01"17, -.OI,IU, ',010"', .,Oll74" .,olU'" •• 019014, 
-,04lli 7a, _,043.'51, _,0'50", _,0.""., -,0.1 111, •• 0 •• ,.5, _,050,11, .,o'Il'l, 
-.05"IJI, _,U50170ta, _,05l011, '.OHl)', '.O'H", •• 0"049, _,O"6", .,oUOH, 
-.05ll06, _.0501'2, _,OHOeT, •• oa",o, '.OObS!7, _,044793, -,U'U", _.041.01, 
-.039,,,, .,OJ1fa!j4, •• 015ta99, _,OHU', •• OU '04, •• 0l")7 , -.oHlU, .,Ol'OU, 
-,OllOtI, .,Oio.·e, _.011116', .,0Ull', ',OIl974, '.011 721, .,009011, .,OOTin, 
-,Oo·eH, '.OOH", 0,000000, 
Y I~~ • 
", "~"J, _,36"001, -.11" 01, -.I·'U6, .... '990, _.l"HU, _,IJa054, .,117115, 
-.10"'1, _,0 92"0, ".0''''', ',07761', -,06'0", .,0"121, .,O'UU, _,O'IUII 
".OlinO, _,o136 9l, •• Oll')!, "OO'0~7, .00"05, .0Ii'91, .ol~IO" ,OHIO', 
,O.UH, .05.701, 
.0 616'" ,oun4, .0Unl, ,onOOi, ,OU'07, ,0'0110, 
.0.3901, ,096n" .099115, ,IOl'H, .1 n"~', .IOSI", ,IUOI'~, ,109377, 
.109158, .1I0 abb, ,111"2', .IU5l·, .IIlIU, .1Ii1n, .IUH., ,114101, 
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XTRAN2L Output 
....•.•••...•.•••.•..........••.•..•.•.••.••.•••...•••..•...•••••.•......•..•..•.....••...••....•... 
I~~LICIT iINIT~ DIFFE~EhCE PROGRlr SOLVING THI CD"PlfTf 
UNSTf~DY TRANSONIC S"AlL ~ISTURB'NCt EOU'TIC~ 
INClUDlhG AE~OtL'STIC RESPONSE 
UNSTtAOY 'IRO~YNA~ICS ~~'NCH 
Z3~t5 
Cu~TACT: DAVID l. SEIDEL Cti04) 8b5-42~t 























""l' Z5 ItPAUH a 
ICPT I 
N I 
NO AI~'OIL MOTIDH 
ND~OINtNIIONAL YlLDCII, 
TIME srtP, ueONO' 
AN'LITUDl OF PULIE 
C~NIt~ OF PULH 
REOUCEO '.foulNCT ~AIEO O~ CMOIO 
RATIO 0' IPECI'IC "~AII 
INITIAL CO'OITIONI 
"AI, NU, TI"' ITIPI 
PITC~, 'LU"E. 'LA' .aTIoN 
ITEoAllON PHINT INCREMENT ,01 CP 
'lOST ,.0NOwIIE ,RIOPT FOW C' 'HINTING 
LI"U.UfU C' 
AIN'OIL T"IC"NESI HATla 
"fAN AN~LE OF ATTAC~ 
~LUN't ANPLITUOE 
SU~SO'IC HELAXATION 'ACTOR 
"A_I_U" NU.~!~ 0' ITfRATIO.I 
ON COA~lt, 'INt AND ~.r, 'INI GAID 
HfI'Ee 11 YfL Y 
.0 ~r~ufIT FaA OUTPuT 0' U.ITtADY PHII'U~" 
TINEoOtl, CONTHI~UTtS Tn C, AND MACM. I' IR'I 
.u.~rN 0' (tOl'IH oAHMONICI 






































'.00' , 'LUN;l AND 'ITCH 
MAli R"IO 
tUIAN iQUATIUN 
PULII ,xPONENTIAL 'ACTO~ 
M(AN 'RElo'TR~A" "ACH NO. 
iET 10' 10L, UN OOARI, TMIN PINaR INI~I 
NO, ITCPI 'ER eTCL! 
IIHUIOIOAL YAHIAIION 
QuTP~T TO LU • 
LAIT CHOlO-ISE UHIo,T 'DR CP PRINYrHO 
TINtoOEHIY, IN AIN'OlL I.~, 
'OIITIO. 0' PITCH AliI 
PITCMIN' ANPLITUU& 
TI~l.O£RIYATIYI IN .A~I CONDITION 
'UP~AIUNIC R~LAI.rloN 'ACTON 
TaLf~ANCI 'ANa.IIIHI IN .t&AOY 
CALCULATIONI UN COAN.f. PINf 
ANa "T. 'INI G~lg ~'IPCCTIY'L' 
NLNoTIP lQUATION l-itH NONOLINEAA TI~"~ 
~·3 
"HA UIOIO A"U AI~fOl~ "-0.710 AL'Z~O_I.o IT&IOY'I'&TI CONY,";&NCI 
&TUATION NO •• IL' IDEGI 1.0000000 '~UNijl • 0.0000000 "~I .01'0.,. T IQUI • '.lInooo 
INOel CPU CPL MU "~ OC"C'~'C'U 
Ib 
.00 .. ' I.OU" ,.HOOI .10"0 0.00000 .... 0' 
17 .01000 .I'UI .nnl .110" .H.n .0tlOI 
II .0.000 .HZU • a.].3 • T"" .r" .. .IJla • 
I' .0bOOO .151" .naaz .IOUO ."171 .11'" 
10 .0dOOO .10'18 .lIlIT .uu. .nou .IUO. 
u .10000 .1'''' .i'2TZ .UI" .103\2 .IUU 
Zl .UOOO .UJeI .zu51 .11141 .IUII .1I0IT 
U .1 4000 .I2UI .UIII .I4IU .IUU .111" 
" 
.11000 .101U .U795 .15140 .U'Ol .11'" 
U .11000 
.0"" .1 .... .1"" .UIU .UOU ,. 
.ZOOOO .051,. .1'1'1 .IUU .u,,. .UI" 
" 
.HOOO .0Jll1 .UT~Z ... Ub .04UO .Iun 
" 
.ZIOOO .00'01 .UU] • 11101 .1500 • .II'U 
Z' .hOOO •• OUZI .1011\ .11500 ." ... .11'" ]0 .21000 ".~40Jn .OT5U •• nOT .aun .115" 
]I 
.30000 ".00'5' .0'101 .11.11 .... ., .11'" 








.HOOO ".11701 _.OTI9I .'03H 19aOJ .11 10 • ,. 
.40000 ".ZIOU _.10 1i0 .'0'1' ...... .10'" 
J1 • 41000 -.ZUl • -.UIIO .910U .90U' .IUIT 
]I .uooo •• iTaal _."U5 .'1'" .'0'" .11" • 
I' • 41000 ".lOH. _.111 50 .'UIl .'05" .U'" 10 .AdOOO -.11 180 ".19141 .'1'" .'019' .IlUI 
" 
• 50000 ".un • -.iIOll .'1030 .'OIOT .IlUI 
Ii ."COO -.JJ"I _.IUZ' .901lJ .nlOl .11121 
U .50000 _.351U ".21U3 .'O.U .""1 .IIIT' 
44 .'bOOO -.lo05. ..i"~]O .'OlbT .au" .111'1 
., 
.58000 ". J,.n, ".t~80T ... dOI • .,oao .11.00 
.. •• 0000 '. J~i!Z! -.'UII .... 0 • ... TO' .IUoS 
41 .biOOO -.189~1 -.UZTJ .19011 
.'U" .11"1 II ... 000 ".19'~' 
-.'"'' 
• U595 .IT" • .IUta 
a' .UOOO -,'QUI' .lIla. .UIU .'U" .I"t. SO .alOOO -.~O300 -.188" 
.'"'' 
.110U .1 iOOT 
" 
.'0000 -.403U _.iUn .UO" .... " .1101' 
51 .UOOO -.-0189 ".iI.lel .'b5l! .'''11 .10.0. 
,J .TIOOO _.100 11 9 _.2't'. .1"21 .USH .IU'05 
" 
.,.000 -,""lll •• ~.n)' ."39J • "027 .10 ... 
,~ 
.11000 _.3"OT _,ltO'1i1 .... 21 
.'"'' 
.IOTU 
Sb .aocoo ".39110 -.no., .IUU •• UO, .IOUI 
" 
• erooo _.HHO _.HO)9 ... 0 .. .1l'U .IOUO 
51 .81000 ,.H103 ,.llftll .1J5U .8un .IOU' ,. 
.hOOO -.JlZO, ,.llill .1111' .IU15 .o .. u 
'0 .aaooo -.hoU -.lTl'3 .81"T .UO" .0' .. 0 
" 
.qOOOO ".35"1 -.258'1 .'"29 .111" .0911 0 U .qlOOO -. UH, _.iiH,O .'0 •• 0 •• 01il3 .10311 
U .'.000 -.300l1 _.10!0' .TU" .Tlln .IOU. 
., 
."000 -.UlU _.1105' .TIl.' .TUO' .OUI? 
') .90000 _.0.,,, -.0"5. .u,u .b .. '. .0Hn 
.. 1.00000 .HIU .l.OIO • 311" ..... , ".0410 • 
'D~CE CDC"ICIEHT. AT AHiLI 0' ATT&CK 1.0000000 '~UNU OU' •• 0.0000000 
, I"OIL 
'ITCMINi MDMENT (AI OUT I • .nooo I .UJltSU-OI NDNMA~ 'O-CI • .1Ia1"U I OO UIA~ '0_" • ,".IOU~·Ul 
44 
. NACA '''010 A"EI AlR'OI~ .10.710 AVUOII.O 'TlAOT-'TAT! CONYI""~C' 
ITERATION NU •• IOU lL' . (OUI 1.0000000 ~~u.U 0.0000000 
Uot 50.2bS QI15 T IDUI • 'UO.OOOOOOO 
I"'OU CPU CP~ .u .~ gC'"C'~-C'U 
" 
.OOU? .HUO .'71'1 .5UO' 0.00000 ,uno 
17 .01000 -.1l10l .nU7 • nul .~.O .. .56190 
" 
.04000 •• 3'42' .IlHI ."1" .71153 ,541" 
I' .060 00 •• _105. .0lO57 ."U4 .7UIl .uIU 
10 .0IUOO -,11,.9" -.OH71 .'Uld .1"., .'I"l 
II .10000 •• 47601 _.0199, • 99497 .0iI00' .JhUI 
II .IiOOO .... ,11 -.Ulbl 1.00211 .14113 .l701' 
ZJ .laUDD •• SlU1 _.U20J 1.01H4 .n·u .lUe. 
Z4 .16000 •• "41~ •• 1'119 1.0l'" .8n05 .hl4 • 
2) 
.11000 •• '730' _.lIb05 1.0lJlI .11401 .l51uO 
lb .lODOO ".,un. •• ll5l' I.Oll7O .IU70 ."1'0 
II .UOUD .,.onl .,26051 1. 0• 520 .'0400 ,34ll1 
2~ .HOOO ·.un? -.znu 1.05Z" .'IUI .UjlJ 
Z' .l6000 -.HIfO -. SI 5'0 1. 05'60 ."101 .HUO 
JO .zeooo •• '~'5 .. -lll!]1 1.0 ... , ."UO .JI'1f 
31 .'0000 .... 657 ".35,n 1.0 .. " .,us, .JUU 
Ji .31000 •• U70e _.31421 1.0lbU .'5l10 .Jlill 
J3 .J4000 -.11842 _.190,. 1.08eH .''152 .lloo, 
J4 .'6000 •• 70'" _.'~'U 1.0".1 ... 177 .H"O 
n .lIOOO ".70851 -.017t;! 1.IU'5J .'fIU .lSO" 
,. 
.00000 -.17.~' ·.4t27J 1.IIOl7 .'H26 .nu' 
H ."000 •• 79)13 .... Zb4,. I.IU'I .'f'" .H.,O 
31 .44000 -.flUO ••• z",. 1.11411 .'141' .J"" 
J' •• 6000 ..... 55 _,40"0 1.IlU. .h1U .4n14 
40 •• 1000 •• IUU •• ,8281 1.1'011 ."6 .. •• nu 
II .50000 -.lb151 -.J~3" I.IIIU ,'UlT ,'Il" 
U .'2000 •• '5118 _.32605 1.1l1" .UlbO .HIII 
OJ .~0000 •• '50.6 _.30059 1.0blU • 'lU' .H007 
•• ,56000 ".liO .. -,If'''i .UOil ,,"" .00l07 
n .51000 
"."'" 
-.i5551 .11511 ,'Dill _.0~911 
.b .bOOOO -.ione _.UI97 .U040 .nu' _.OiH. 
07 ,blOOO ".i0581 _.i0541 ,!l7'CUt •• 19ib .oouoo 
18 .6IOOU •• 19'6$ -.I78U .870" .IU" .Olue 
4~ .HOUO •• 10007 -.155li ,16ao • .,b05 .OZ'" 
5U •• eooo _. ao', -.I14H .15874 ..... 0 .0iUI 
51 .70000 
-.Il"1 ".II33l ,tiaa" .. .uuo .Oolo\' 5Z .HOOO 
-.1"51 _.0090. • .,71. .IUS! .01!7iiJ 
5J .7 0 000 ".OUI' _.Ob311 .U65o ,lUI' .0.~J6 
50 .16000 -.01060 •• 040" .1155' .10047 .01040 
" 
.7eooo •• 0 •••• _.01910 .10SlO .'1911 .0loSa 
S. .eoooo -,01'" .000'7 .79U' .77'50 .030'1 
57 .82000 •• 009" .0lObi • '1304 
.'"'' 
.01045 
5d .eao~o .0101? .0 4019 ,71'" 75110 .0JOll 
59 ••• 000 .0Jo" .06JI5 • 1UOI ,7un ,Oi1l5 • 
.0 ,84000 .0.019 .011U .141" .HIII .0ilOI 
" 
•• oouo .08141 .11111 ."u, .nou ,01'" 
64 •• lOOO .O'H. .13411 .1U52 .'07,. .0J19O 
U .91000 .11'07 .IUIl 
• ""7 ... 090 
.o.,n 
'0 .96000 .IUbi .lOU' ."OU ... 570 .0.0151 
bS .91000 .lI543 .HIlO .UIU .UH' .ui." 
6b 1.00000 
.J"" .J'4fJ .54771 .Hon .0IUUI 
'O~t' ca"'ltlfNTS AT A""~l 0' ArrACK 1.0000000 '~UHU oup. I 0.0000000 
AIR' OIL 
'ITCHI~G HOH!NT (AI OUT I • • 15000 I • ."'UUt·o. NO~"A~ 'ORC! I .UI .... EOOO A'IA~ 'URca • -•• '~!?'~I-OI 
45 
46 
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XTRAN2L Input 
NACA ,.AOIO A"EI AI.'OI~ .aO,'IO AVZRO.I,O A~'ONEoD" 
IAE~n[~ I~~IP.O, "CaIOO,O, lENa 
II'PUT X.'O,I', X.aO,1eo, lijEAO.5, "'XIT'I.oO, NI'C"'O, 
OE~.O,IO, .U.~,l5, A~'ZNO'I,OO, '~;O~E.~"O, IE NO 
'"ES~ S 
IA"'~I I 
lORD NINU • 51, NIN~ • 51, 

































_,,.,n' .. 41, 
.,OIlI17l, 
-,052131, 
-.C'51l0 b , 
_.o,9!5a, 
























,010 5 13, 
,ooa"o, 
,3130"1>, 













































• ,100 bIH, 
•• 1015 9 9], 
-.11]18" 











.,OJ5, 9Q , 
_,OI8 Gbt, 
0.000000, 
































•• OU •••• , 
_,05)2", 
-.0 0 7130, 
',OllUI, 
_.OStlZl·, 
_,1 111 '12', 
_,0711:118, 























































_,0 80"0 0 , 



























































































































TIHE IT~P, aECO~OS 
'MPLITuDE O~ PULSE 
CE~T!A 11~ PULSE 
REDUCEO 'ReQUENC' ~AIEO ON CHORD 
~ATIO OF SP~CI'IC HEATS 
READ INITIAL CONOITIONI 
HAl, NO. TI"E STEPS 
PITCH, PLUN~E, 'LAP "OTION 
IIEoAIION PAINT INCREMENT ,OR cP 
'lAST CHURD"rSE ~~roPT 'OR C' PAINTING 
U.E'~IZEU CP 
'I.F~IL IHIC"NESS RATIO 
"lAN A"~Ll U' ATTACK 
PLUNG~ AMPLITUDE 
lUI SONIC "'L'.ATIO- 'ACTnR 
MA.I"U" ~U"~~R OF ITERATION' 
nN C~"SE, FI~( AND E'T, FTNE GMID 
~UPEC II YtL Y 
NO REOUt,T 'OR OUTPUT a, U.STEAOY PR(SSUN,S 
TI"E.OE~, CONTAI8UTE$ TO CP "0 HACH, IF IR.I 







































'oDD' , PLUNQl AND PITCM 
"ASS UTIO 
EIUAN EQUATION 
PULSE EIPONENTIAL 'ACTOR 
"EAN ,REEoSTREA" "ACH NO, 
ijET '0' SOL, UN COAAI, THEN 'INU GRIDI 
NO, STl'l PEA CYCLE 
SINUSOIDAL VARIATION 
OUTPUT TO LU • 
LAIT CHOROOIIE GRIOPT 'OR C' PAINTINQ 
TIMEoDEAIY. IN AI~'OIL I.C, 
POIITION 0' PITCH AlII 
PITC"ING AMPLITUOE 
TIME.OE~IYATIYE IN OAKE CONDITION 
IU~f~IONIC N'LAIATION 'ACTO~ 
TO~ENANC! PARAMfTERI IN STEAOT 
CALtu~ATIONI ON COAAIE, 'INE 
AND fIT. 'I~E GRID RESPECTIYELY 
N~~oTS' [QUAT ION 'oITM NONOLINEAR flRM) 
MULTIPLIERS 0' (CO, SIN "' •• O_ICS 1.00000 
47 
NAC' UlOIO l"ts U.~OIL .10,150 'VUO'I,O AL'ONtIO,5 uO,on 
ITERATION NO, • AL' (au' I I,oo.n" PLUNGE 0,0000000 
TIME 50,IUU51 T 1o", • illI ,0000000 
INOU C'U CPL .U "L DC'"CPL-C'U 
" 
,on6U ,35"7 ,"I" ,5UU 0,00000 ,'1851 
17 ,01000 -.UI7] " .. 5. , .. h' .Hon ,sun 
II ,oaOOO _,19106 ,1212a ,"144 ,111,. ,5UU 
I' ,0.000 _,~IOol ,010 4] ,hU' ,,.413 ,HOU 
20 ,O~OOO -,441'54 _,O]l81 , .allo ,"UI ,41'1] 
U ,10000 
-.""U -.01000 ,.Hn ,UOOI ,195" U ,IlOOO _.'918\ -,lZlbl 1,0021 4 ,0410a ,11011 
U ,11000 -,!ibll' -,al·a 1,0\529 ,n'U ,]U'] 
II ,lbOUO _,554a7 -.l·S'· l,oa602 ,uns ,lUll 
25 ,15000 -,5?Jln -,11590 I,OH37 ,U400 ,35UO 
U ,20000 -,H1l' _,23099 1,0]581 ,'UU ,HUO 
Z1 ,nona -,'041' _.ZbQl5 1,0.527 ,'0]92 ,Joll' 
IS ,a.ooo -,62391 -,ze'5] 1,05Z11 ,'I'U ,HU6 
I' ,HOOO -,UZ01 _,3150] 1,05'.S , '2192 ,n'Oa ]U .aoooo _.,,,4', -,3J,," I,OU53 ,.,651 ,!lOOI 
J\ ,]n~OO -,6"05 -,35]50 1,0"05 "ul) ,un6 
Jl ,nooo _,6U" -,1717Z I,oan ,U]OO ,Jlltl 
l3 ,S4000 -.11'01 _,]']77 I,oun ,'6141 ,ll5ZS ]4 ,16000 
-.'''''' 
_.40815 l,on55 ,'UU ,14104 
15 ,HOOO 
-.1'''2' -,0111' 1,IOhz ,UII1 ,35205 
H ,.0000 _.1f'UI' -.Il,," 1,110]7 ,"515 , ]~771 
J7 ,.,000 _.19]" _,.,551 1,11551 ,"'" ,]bUO sa ,44000 -,dZOJI _."laOe. 1,\24'1 ,'1101 ,39U5 
]9 , •• 000 -,a4753 _,.0813 1,1]455 ,'ua ,UUO 
40 .4A\JOO -,8bS,' _,38171 1,1.022 ,95U5 ,""I 
41 ,50000 _,Sbab' _,35a49 1,14195 ,"'21 ,51'" 
42 ,52000 -,a5S]5 -,H.aS 1,13831 ,9J146 ,5H., 
.J .5"01')0 - •• 514' _.~'iJ'J5 1,06311 ,"1.5 , J5i51 
a. ,560eO -.llIT' _,lfb! Z ,930]6 ,'\I Sl ,00567 
.5 ,58000 _,197', -,25410 ,S75'O ,90165 .,05UI 
.. ,'0000 -,IOHI -,2]051 ,ee05' ,89109 .,02113 
.7 ,61000 -,lO!J6 _,iDS9S ,81961 ,e790' ,oon. 
as , •• OUO -,19711 -,17711 ,87'" ,h67. ,OlOIO 
., ,.~OOO -,!d170 _,15]'0 ,86711 ,85587 ,OldlO 
50 ,650UO -.Ibib' -,IH05 ,8589Z ,84611 ,OHU 
5\ ,70000 -,Iall! -,III" , .. eu ,U60l ,02910 
52 ,72000 -,IUH _,Od7Z7 ,U7H ,SUlI ,Oll01 
" 
.'8000 -.n.~n" •• O~l'" ,81'" ,e 11" ,OJJ" 
51 , 76000 -,OUU -.03~40 ,al571 ,~OOH ,03435 
55 ,71000 -,OSIU -,01111a ,S05)1 ,1895' ,031" 
5' ,80000 -.Oll ~5 ,00'0' ,"HI ,7na ,Ol •• O 
51 ,01000 ",0\200 ,OUh ,U52' ,'UII ,03416 
58 .4'000 ,OO~" ,O.UI ,71." ,75647 ,0345' 
5' ,6bOOO ,OJlaS ,0"41 , ,.llb ,'"'' 
,OllU 
bO ,dftOOO .O!)ftll ,0195. ,,..U " ll57 ,OllU 
bI ,'0000 ,O!9nl ,II]" ,7HU ,UO'O ,03451 
U ,92000 .oq""n ,1l7if ,UI77 ,7011U ,oaze, 
U ,90000 ,11551 ,"598 ,1170] ,UOU ,05U" 
•• , •• 000 ,I bI 01 ,20ell ,69111 ".,11 ,00711 U ,'~OOO ,HilH ,ah89 ,""iI ,U'OI ,OJI" 
6' I,UOOOO ,3d'" ,1'601 ,5.69i1 ,5al01 ,012'5 
'ORC! CO["ICIE~TS AT 'O&LC 0' ATUCK I,OOIUU 'LUNU 01S' •• 0,0000000 
AU'OIL 
PITCWING MO"ENT (AaOUT I • ,15000 , ,IO'U8t[-OI • O~·lL 'OHCE I ,nllll'[oOO AXIAL 'ORCE • -,"1011'1-01 
48 
NlCl UlOIO l"U U"OI~ .'0.180 lVZRCol.O AL'ONI,O.' no.on 
HlRATrON NO •• IUO &L' (OE~) • 1.0000000 'LUNGr 0.0000000 TIM' • n.l'UU' t (on) • "HO.OOOOooo 
INOU CPU "l "U "l OC'IC'L-C'U 
" 
,0O .. ' • aOlli .'1917 .uo,. 0.00000 .'UU 
17 ,01000 ·.lb3U .lI3n .U007 ,59121 .a81n 
II .0 0000 •• 30501 .O.oqa .93.81 ,73235 .ua02 I' ,06000 •• 3UU _,OOoll ."055 .140U .3UiI, 20 ,01000 • ... 08Zq -,O.Ob2 .qUIl .11122 .H7b6 
21 .IOO~O ·,·3SI~ _.IOseo • q"" .I]]ll .H'3a 
U ,12000 -.",97. _.,Q,qe. .'.d07 .15301 .31179 
II .14000 -,'''lle _.lIJSOa I.OOOU .110U .30UO 
21 ,lbOOO •• 5U3~ 
-,Il'" I.OIlU ,'1316 .10al 
n ,1'000 -,5-.41.0 _.2l." I.U2081 .,q4" ,]OSH ,. ,20000 ·.55401 _.Z5,,59 1.02531 ,'02]] .29, Oil 
z7 .uooo -.Sb'" _,279ill 1.03t51 .'1"1 .290 7J 
za ,2.000 ·.59l\~ -.3012. l.oaOo, . 'ZS" .ilUS. ,. ,il6000 -.U33n •• 3]]11 1.04111 .UblS .U.1l 
30 ,2·000 ·.U7J] .,Hi'l 1,0']40 ,'a5l8 ,lI"" 
]I ,10000 -,e.3 Qt8 _,3710] 1,05790 ."U7 .'UU 
l2 ,!lOOO 
-."". .,39111 1.06561 ,'bU3 .'UU 33 ,14000 ••• q\~, _,a I III l,on5& ,'b97, .ld~U 
]4 , ]bOOO -,723H _."1:59b 1,0.'17 ,"'14 ,,.737 ]5 ,3'000 -,7U7e .,Oll5' I,096il7 .qnoo ,lOUI 
]. ,.0000 ..J~Z'i' -."1711 1,099" .980U ,'15" 
H ,41000 -.'bfa.' _.,,]'51 1.100.' ,"'" .ll.e, U ,"000 -,7919' _.il"1i 1.114" .910'3 .3560il 
J' , .. 000 .,1190' _.e,eu, 1,IUIl ,"H' .400il] 
aO ,.eooo -,1]108 _.JQn30 1.12151 .~UU .UiT. 
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Appendix B1 - Concluded 
Post-Processed Pressure Harmonics 
PAe,.UAE COE"ICIENT HARHONICS 
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Appendix B2 - Results from Unsteady Calculations for Pulse Motion 
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(c) Unsteady force response. 
Fig. 1 Pulse transfer-function analysis for unsteady aerodynamic forces; 
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Fig. 3 Nonreflecting farfield boundary conditions. 
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(a) Normal force coefficient and pitching moment coefficient time 
histories. 
Fig. 5 Results from steady calculations (no airfoil motion, IRESP = 5) for 
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(b) Steady pressure distribution. 
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(a) Four cycles of simple harmonic pitching motion about the 
quarter-chord. 
Fig. 6 Results from unsteady calculations due to harmonic pitching motion 
(IRESP = 0) for the NACA 64A010A airfoil at M~ = 0.78, Uo = 1.0°, 
k = 0.075, and al = 0.5°; 
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(b) Resulting normal force coefficient, pitching moment coefficient, 
and reference sine wave. 
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(c) Mean pressur~ distributions. 
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(d) Real and imaginary components of the upper surface pressure 
coefficient. 
Fig. 6 Continued. 
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(e) Real and imaginary components of the lower surface pressure 
coefficent. 
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(f) Real and imaginary components of the lifting pressure 
coefficient. 
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(a) Pitch pulse input. 
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Fig. 7 Results from unsteady calculations due to pitch pulse (IRESP = 3) for 
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(b) Resulting normal force coefficient and pitching moment 
coefficient responses. 
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(c) Normal force coefficient due to pitching as a function of reduced 
frequency k. 
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(d) Pitching moment coefficient due to pitching as a function of 
reduced frequency k. 
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(a) Pitch and plunge aeroelastic transients. 
Fig. 8 Results from unsteady calculations for aeroelastic motion (IRESP = 1) 
for the NACA 64A010A airfoil at Moo = 0.78, ao = 1.0°, and 
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(b) Normal force coefficient and pitching moment coefficient 
aeroelastic transients. 
Fig. 8 Concluded. 
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